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News, Trends, And Short Takes
VOA Adds Two FM Affiliates In Bangladesh BBCWS Shortwave For Caribbean Closed

Radio Today and Radio Aamar, two FM radio stations in
Dhaka, Bangladesh, became the newest affiliates of the Voice
of America's Bangla Service.

Radio Today (89.6 FM) now broadcasts five minutes of world
and U.S. news produced by VOA's Bangla Service daily between
11:45 p.m. and 12 a.m. (1745 to 1800 UTC). In addition, a 10 -

minute English -language newscast jointly produced by Radio
Today and VOA will air nightly at 9:45 p.m. local time. The pro-
grams were formally inaugurated on March 3. Since March 12,
Radio Aamar (101 FM) has broadcast the first 30 minutes of
VOA's daily one -hour Bangla-language program six days a
week from 10:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. (1600 to 1630 UTC). Every
Wednesday, Radio Aamer broadcasts the entire 60 minutes,
including the popular call -in show "Hello Washington."

VOA Bangla Service broadcasts on radio, television, and the
Internet reach an estimated 10 million people in Bangladesh and
the Indian state of West Bengal. There are more than 1,000 VOA
fan clubs in Bangladesh.

VOA Expands Swahili Broadcasts To Kenya

In more VOA news, the station has expanded Swahili broad-
casts to Kenya with an additional half-hour each day. The
expanded radio coverage will offer news from a network of
stringers in the region, interviews with a range of newsmakers,
including ruling and opposition party representatives, political
analysts, economists, local residents, as well as U.S. officials,
UN, EU and AU mediators, and other African leaders.

The service will also begin a new series called "In Focus:'
taking an in-depth look at issues such as land distribution, the
constitution, ethnic tensions, national reconciliation, and the
future of democracy in Kenya.

The new program will be broadcast at 0930-1000 UTC
Monday-Friday, and at 1700-1730 UTC on weekends. Swahili
broadcasts will now run for a total of two hours each weekday
and one hour on Saturdays and Sundays.

Israel Radio Halts All Shortwave
Broadcasts, Available On Internet
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Israel Radio's shortwave broadcasts, in all languages, ceased
on March 31. Shortwave radio broadcasts have been under threat
of closure for years, but were saved in the past by a barrage of
protest letters from listeners around the world. From April 1,
people who have been listening to shortwave radio will be able
to pick up all their favorite broadcasts via the Internet.

Israel Broadcasting Authority spokeswoman Linda Bar said
the IBA will be seeking funding to allow Farsi-language broad-
casts to remain on shortwave. Bar noted that under the
Broadcasting Authority Law, the IBA is not mandated to pro-
vide shortwave broadcasts. For many years, such broadcasts
were co -funded by the Foreign Ministry and the Jewish Agency,
which gradually dropped out of the partnership with the IBA.

BB( World Service shortwave transmissions to the
Caribbean closed on March 23, 2008. Because many listeners
in the Caribbean and around the world no longer listen via short-
wave, but are choosing to listen to the radio on other platforms
such as FM, satellite, and online, the BBC has invested in new
FM services to the Caribbean. BBC World Service programs
can now be heard on FM 24 hours a day in Antigua, Trinidad,
and Jamaica as well as via partner stations in almost all the
Caribbean islands.

World Harvest Radio Prepares To Expand
Service To The Caribbean, Central, And

South America

U.S. religious broadcaster World Harvest Radio is installing
a sixth transmitter at WHRI, its shortwave station in South
Carolina. The plan is to send more programming into the
Caribbean, Central, and South America. The transmitter is
already on site. The cost of installation is estimated at around
$100,000; once on the air, the cost of operation is expected to
be about $10,000 per month.

North Korea Denounces
Radio Broadcasts From The South

North Korea has accused South Korean conservatives of step-
ping up propaganda radio broadcasts against Pyongyang in col-
laboration with the United States and Japan. A spokesman for the
Central Committee of the Democratic Front for the Reunification
of the Fatherland, a Communist Party -run body, warned the
broadcasts would only increase tension in inter -Korean ties.

The spokesman claimed radio stations, such as
"Broadcasting for the North," "Missionary Broadcasting for the
North," and "Voice of Freedom" were "an intolerable con-
frontation campaign against the nation and reunification." For
decades Pyongyang's regime has banned its residents from
accessing outside broadcasts, with all radios and TV sets tuned
to state -run domestic media to tighten control over the country.

The spokesman said recently launched South Korean radio
channels were teaming up with Japanese and U.S.-funded radio
broadcasts like "Radio Free Asia" and "Voice of America" to
intensify their campaigns against Pyongyang. "The South
Korean conservative ruling quarters...should be held fully
accountable for all the consequences to be entailed by their
smear broadcasting moves," the spokesman said.

U.S. Government Planning Azeri
Broadcasts To Iran

The U.S. government is planning to beam Azeri-language
radio broadcasts into Iran in a bid to influence opinion among
the significant ethnic Azeri population there.
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